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Abstract 
 
Forest hydrology science in British Columbia has produced a solid 
foundation of general principals that describe how water is connected to and 
moves through forests and how local hydrologic processes respond to forest 
disturbance and forest management. We must now however begin to address 
the landscape concerns that the public and forest managers have. The forest 
landscape is dynamic: it is continually changing in response to climate, 
natural disturbance, and forest management, as well as demographics and 
development patterns. Forested watersheds have therefore become more 
heterogeneous and more difficult to predict. New technologies provide 
improved capability to predict and visualize cumulative watershed effects 
over larger spatial scales and longer periods of time. To run these tools, the 
province must expand its inventory program to describe watershed 
characteristics and its stream station network to capture change in 
streamflow over time. The opposite is happening however, as stream and 
climate stations are closed and inventory programs cancelled 

 
The forests of the British Columbia (BC) are managed for a number of objectives. Their most 
important however is clean and adequate water supply to meet human needs into the future. 
Water supply needs are continually changing however with changes in human population and 
development, land use, and ownership. 
 
Community expectations for watersheds that have water supply as the primary objective have 
been clearly stated in public consultations carried out during drafting of the Community 
Watershed Guidelines in 1995, and more recently under the ongoing modernization of the Water 
Act. Some guiding principals from these meetings are: 

• Communities want to participate in the planning of their community watershed, but at the 
landscape scale, not at the operational level. 

• Communities want options presented on the impact of different management scenarios on 
water supply. 

• They aren’t happy with having to accept the risk and cost of changes in water supply at the 
intake due to the change in water from forest harvesting 

• People are concerned about the changes in water supply due to climate change. Climate 
change will aggravate the situation as it is expected to increase aridity in dry areas, along 
with more frequent extreme events. 
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Communities therefore want to be involved in decision making, at the landscape scale, for their 
community watersheds. Unfortunately this reasonable objective is difficult to implement. First 
off it is surprising after all this time, that the relationships between forests and water have more 
than their share of misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and misinformationi

 

. So education is 
needed. 

Also part of the problem is that the subjects being addressed by hydrologists are not the 
questions being asked by the public or forest managers. These people want predictions on the 
landscape level not the individual cutblock level. 
 
Water flow is also subject to both incremental and episodic disturbance in the watershed. 
Disturbances that vary in frequency, severity, and extent, past forest harvest practices, road 
networks, fire suppression policies, grazing practices, and natural disturbances such as fire and 
wind have left legacies in forest structure and composition. These legacies affect water flowii

 
. 

Watershed models can be used to predict hydrologic responses across large watersheds; and 
demonstrate how forests and forest management activities affect hydrologic processes differently 
as a result of their position within a watershed. Increases in fire, insects, and disease in forests 
have spurred the adoption of forest management practices, such as thinning and salvage logging, 
whose effects on hydrology have received little study.  
  
Improved forest hydrology models are needed that answer the questions and concerns that 
communities have. Good models however, depend on good inventory data to implement the 
model and to test it. 
 
The present water related inventory in BC s is completely inadequate to allow anyone to address 
these issues. Miles (2003)iii

 

 in an epic report demonstrated the pitiable network of hydrological 
stations for both quantity and quality. In the north, monitoring stations are nearly non-existent, 
while in the south, over 30% of the network was recently decommissioned.  

Watershed models also need maps of the topography, terrain, soil and vegetation types. Most 
watersheds have in fact been mapped, however there is no centralized data warehouse; many 
maps exist only in individual company files and are not accessible. Numerous relevant project 
files (such as all the work carried out for the Watershed Restoration Program) are not accessible 
or even catalogued. Finally both federal and provincial agencies have in recent years closed 
those few experimental watersheds that have tracked changes in water over the years. 
 
To answer communities concerns The Province must: 

• continue current small watershed monitoring and experiments; 
• reestablish watershed experiments where research has been dis- continued;  
• establish more networks for stream flow and snow packs under varied forest cover;  
• centralize historical records from watershed studies in digital, well- documented, publicly 

accessible databases;  
• expand the capability for visualization of large data sets 
• train planners and hydrologists in using models operationally 
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These measures will allow relevant, easy to understand, watershed models that can explore 
different forest management scenarios, thereby answering questions that are relevant to 
communities concerning the watersheds where water has been identified as the primary land 
management objective. 
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